












This	 book	 chronicles	 a	 nine‐year	 journey	 for	 justice	 involving	 two	 continents,	 two	 justice	
systems,	 two	 families,	and	two	people:	Gabe	Watson	and	Tina	 (Thomas)	Watson.	As	 the	book	
details,	on	22	October	2003,	on	 the	 fifth	day	of	 their	honeymoon,	Tina	and	Gabe,	both	United	
States	 (US)	 citizens,	 embarked	 on	 a	 SCUBA	 dive	 to	 view	 the	 wreckage	 of	 the	 Yongala	 on	
Australia’s	Great	Barrier	Reef.	Within	seven	minutes	Gabe	had	returned	to	the	surface	without	
Tina	and,	just	minutes	later,	Tina	was	found	lying	still	at	the	bottom	of	the	ocean	floor	by	a	dive	





as	 the	 ‘Honeymoon	Killer’	 case),	Flynn	and	Fitz‐Gibbon	painstakingly	detail	 the	 complex	 legal	
and	criminal	justice	processes	involved	in	investigating,	prosecuting,	and	adjudicating	the	case	
across	 two	 nations	 and,	 particularly,	 the	 weaknesses	 and	 failures	 of	 these	 processes.	
Significantly,	it	was	not	until	2008,	five	years	after	Tina’s	death,	that	Gabe	Watson	was	charged	
with	murder	in	Queensland,	Australia.	In	2009,	he	accepted	a	bargain	to	plead	guilty	to	a	charge	
of	 manslaughter	 by	 criminal	 negligence.	 Then,	 in	 2010,	 Watson	 was	 charged	 with	 capital	








players	 are	 missing	 from	 their	 interviews,	 a	 central	 theme	 of	 the	 book	 is	 the	 fact	 that	 both	
justice	 and	 ‘the	 truth’	 must	 be	 constructed	 out	 of	 available	 information,	 which	 is	 inevitably	
limited	and	partial.	
	




and	 courtroom	 players.	 Perhaps	 most	 amazing	 –	 and	 most	 disturbing	 –	 is	 the	 fact	 that	 a	












Despite	 a	 nine‐year	 legal	 process	 that	 spanned	 two	 continents,	 Flynn	 and	 Fitz‐Gibbon	
emphasize	that	no	jury	trial	occurred	in	the	Watson	case	and,	thus,	there	was	no	forum	for	the	
‘full	evidence’	to	be	heard.	As	a	consequence,	they	argue	that	substantive	justice	–	or	‘felt	justice’	
–	 was	 also	 lacking,	 given	 the	 lack	 of	 finality	 and	 resolution	 that	 accompanied	 the	 legal	
conclusion	of	the	case.	
	
A	 Second	 Chance	 for	 Justice	 makes	 a	 valuable	 contribution	 to	 the	 fields	 of	 legal	 studies,	
criminology	and	criminal	justice,	sociology	of	law,	and	public	law.	The	book	starkly	reveals	that	
the	 facts	 of	 a	 case	 are	 not	 nearly	 as	 important	 as	 ‘which	 facts	 can	be	heard	when’.	 The	book	
highlights	 the	 critical,	 though	 imperfect,	 role	 of	 juries	 for	 creating	 a	 sense	 of	 fairness	 and	
community	 input,	 as	 well	 as	 the	 role	 of	 experts	 and	 politics	 in	 legal	 decision‐making.	









of	 particular	 personalities	 in	 shaping	 how	 justice	was	 (or	 was	 not)	 realized.	 The	 case	 of	 the	
‘Honeymoon	 Killer’	 featured	 a	 range	 of	 charismatic	 characters,	 such	 as	 Tina’s	 dynamic	 and	
unrelenting	father	Tommy,	as	well	as	unsympathetic	characters	including	Gabe	Watson,	whose	












case	demonstrates	how	elements	of	ordinary	 justice	 in	 the	US	and	Australia	–	such	as	 limited	
funds	for	investigations,	the	prevalence	of	plea	bargains	and	bench	trials,	and	prolonged	delays	
–	 can	 result	 in	 injustice,	 particularly	 in	 the	 case	 of	 international	 trials	 which	 pose	 unique	
challenges	 at	 every	 step.	An	 important	 theme	of	 the	 book	 is	 that	 time	 is	 no	 friend	 to	 justice;	
indeed,	 when	 the	 pursuit	 of	 justice	 is	 delayed,	 memories	 fade,	 witnesses	 and	 evidence	
disappear,	and	even	the	most	powerful	moral	outrage	diminishes,	making	a	 ‘second	chance	at	
justice’	virtually	impossible.		
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